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Ineffective Devices:
Rhetoric That Fails 

BY GERALD LEBOVITS

Comparisons. Comparisons are as
awful as clichés. But use them to com-
pare the facts in case-law authority to
the facts of your case.

Alliteration and Assonance. Always
avoid annoying alliteration – lest you
become a nattering nabob of nega-
tivism. Alliteration is the repetition of
consonant sounds. Assonance is the
repetition of vowel sounds.

Are the following effective? No.
They prove that “[a]lliteration . . . is a
novice’s toy.”4

• Governor Mark Hatfield, nomi-
nating Richard Nixon for President: “A
man to match the momentous need
[who has] demonstrated courage in
crisis from Caracas to the Kremlin, . . .
a fighter for freedom, a pilgrim for
peace.”5

• Georgia Court of Appeals: “Per-
sonal prefatory pensive ponderings,
such as the foregoing, recognizably
play partial part in this court’s even-
tual decision.”6

But subtle alliteration is effective if
used sparingly:

• Justice Douglas: “Full and free
discussion has indeed been the first ar-
ticle of our faith.”7

• Justice Holmes: “The life of the
law has not been logic; it has been ex-
perience.”8

• Justice Johnson: “[E]very bequest
is but a bounty, and a bounty must be
taken as it is given.”9

• Justice Murphy: “Moral turpitude
is not a touchstone of taxability.”10

Rhetorical Questions. Who needs
rhetorical questions? May you use this
device if you know that a skeptical
reader will not supply an unantici-
pated answer; if your goal is to make
your reader think and you don’t care
about convincing anyone of anything;
or if you enjoy befuddling? Yes, if
you’re Clarence Darrow.
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The Journal’s November/Decem-
ber 2002 cover story by Professor
McCloskey extolled the virtues of

rhetoric.1 It’s a must-read: Rhetoric im-
proves writing. As Justice Cardozo ex-
plained, legal writing “will need per-
suasive force, or the impressive virtue
of sincerity and fire, or the mnemonic
power of alliteration and antithesis, or
the terseness and tang of proverb and
maxim. Neglect of these allies, and it
may never win its way.”2 But not all
rhetoric succeeds.3

Rhetorical devices are figures of
speech, or ornamental uses of lan-
guage. A figure may be a scheme,
which emphasizes the figure’s appear-
ance. An example of a scheme is James
Joyce’s chalice in Portrait of the Artist as
a Young Man. Schemes are unknown in
legal writing except when writers use
artificial, unsuccessful devices like ital-
icizing or bolding for emphasis. A fig-
ure may also be a trope, which empha-
sizes the figure to suggest something
different from what’s said. Some fig-
ures work; some fail; most work only if
done well.

This column explores rhetoric that
fails.

Oxymorons. It’s a sure bet, say ama-
teur experts, that an oxymoron will
combine contradictory words. Some
would-be oxymorons are not oxy-
morons at all. There is military intelli-
gence.

Mixed Metaphors. Mixed metaphors
are a pain in the neck. If you don’t
use clichés, you won’t mix up your
metaphors or wix up your murds.

Rhyming. Rhyme, however clever,
wastes time. Rhyming is juvenile. With
few exceptions, legal writing in rhyme
contains little reason. Words that come
close to rhyming are just as bad: “Pres-
ident Washington set a two-term prece-
dent.”

Rhetorical questions are ineffective
because legal writers should answer
questions, not pose them except as
issue statements. Rhetorical questions
allow for miscommunication. Legal
writers should state their points confi-
dently and directly, without ambiguity.

Some believe that a good way to in-
volve readers is to ask them questions.
Do you agree?

Analogies. Analogies in writing are
like feathers on a fish. But use analo-
gies in legal writing if no authority is
on point.

Hyperbole. Hyperbole lies without
fooling. Your reader will be eternally
grateful for this infinite wisdom: Resist
hyperbole. Not one in a trillion uses it
correctly. From Professor Rodell,
whose writing about writing led to
writing courses at every law school:
“[T]he awful fact is . . . that 90 percent
of American scholars and at least 99.44
percent of American legal scholars not
only do not know how to write simply;
they do not know how to write.”11

Exaggeration. Exaggeration is ludi-
crous. It’s a billion times worse than
understatement. If I’ve told you once
I’ve told you a million times: “Never
exaggerate.”

Understatement. Understatement is
always the absolute best way to illus-
trate earth-shaking ideas.

Adages and Proverbs. Annihilate
adages; pontificate against proverbs:
“A rule of law should not be drawn
from a figure of speech.”12

Some believe that a
good way to involve
readers is to ask them
questions. Do you agree?

CONTINUED ON PAGE 61
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Every rule of statutory construction
has a thrust and a parry.13 Similarly,
every adage has a counter-adage:

• Is it “Birds of a feather flock to-
gether” or “Opposites attract”?

• Is it “Great minds think alike” or
“It takes a fool to know a fool”?

• Is it “A stitch in time saves nine”
or “Haste makes waste”?

• Is it “Justice delayed is justice de-
nied” or “Act in haste, repent at
leisure”?

• Is it “Too many cooks spoil the
broth” or “Many hands make light
work”?

But twisting adages into something
original will draw smiles, if not guf-
faws: “A fool and his money are soon
partying.”

Avoiding errors will not alone make
a writer a stylist. It’s not enough to use
good grammar and proper punctua-
tion and to be clear and concise. What
makes a writer a stylist is an effective,

engaging, entertaining style that com-
bines variety and force and elegance in
simple, readable, error-free prose. That
– and separating rhetoric from shme-
toric.
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